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Abstract. Business Process models are conceptual representations of
work practices. However, a process is more than its model: key infor-
mation about the rationale of the process is hidden in accompanying
documents. We present a framework for business process discovery from
process descriptions in texts. We use declarative process models as our
target modelling technique. The manual discovery of declarative process
models from texts is particularly hard as users have difficulties identify-
ing textual fragments denoting business rules. Our framework combines
machine-learning and expert system techniques in order to provide an
algorithmic solution to discovery. The combination of the two techniques
allows 1) the identification of process components in texts, 2) the enrich-
ment of predictions with semantic information, and 3) the generation
of consolidated hybrid models that link text fragments and process el-
ements. Our initial evaluation reports state-of-the-art performance in
accuracy against user annotated models, and it has been implemented
and adopted by our industrial partner.

Keywords: Declarative Process Models · Process Elicitation · Natural
Language Processing · DCR graphs

1 Introduction

Business process models serve as key artefacts to understand, redesign and op-
timise organizational work practices. Process models depict what activities are
important in a process, as well as their dependency relations. However, being
abstractions, process models hide away important information in favour of under-
standable representations. Such information is kept in accompanying documents,
in text. As a result, the understanding of a process requires the integration of
multiple artefacts, being textual and graphical representation two of them [2].
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This paper focuses on the problems of process discovery and reconciliation
of business processes from texts. Process discovery is one of the major areas
of research in process mining, where one aims at generating a process model
from existing artefacts. Discovering a process model from texts has additional
complications as ambiguity is a common denominator. Other aspects complicate
discovery. First, there is a risk of lack of generalizability: a discovery method
trained in interviews might not work in laws. Second, the writing style can vary
and a successful method working in process descriptions will not work when used
in normative texts. Finally, texts vary in length, complexity and domain.

The second problem is the reconciliation (i.e. linking) of texts and models.
When separated, understanding the process from textual and model views re-
quire three efforts: first to understand the text, then to understand the model,
and finally to understand the relationship between the former two. This last
phase is non-trivial as there is no one-to-one correspondence between sentences
in the text and elements in the model. A lack of reconciliation might decrease un-
derstandability: some users understand texts better than their model views [5],
while other users navigate across artefacts to make sense of the process [3].

This paper presents a novel architecture that combines machine learning and
heuristic techniques for process discovery and reconciliation from texts. We fo-
cus on the discovery of declarative process models: those describing events and
constraints between them. In comparison to the state of the art in declarative
textual process mining [1], our approach includes classification tasks to help
to discern which parts of a text corresponds to the process and which is not.
Moreover, our approach includes co-reference resolution techniques to decrease
the ambiguities generated when the same process element is referred to in mul-
tiple ways. Finally, our technique is generalizable to other types of texts and
writing styles. This allows for extensions of the framework when new patterns
emerge. Generalisation is given via transfer learning using pre-trained language
models. To validate our results, we compare predicted process models against
user-generated, linked process models. Our results are in pair with state of the
art discovery techniques, with a precision score of F1=0.71.

Related Work Defining the relations between process models and texts is part of
the unsolved challenges for semantic process modelling [13]. We divide related
approaches into two categories: discovery techniques of imperative process mod-
els and discovery of declarative processes. The discovery for imperative process
models include techniques based on taxonomies [10], linguistic information [6],
process mining [9] and machine-learning [14]. However, these works are not di-
rectly comparable to us as they aim at capturing the flow-based models in-
stead of constraints. Discovery techniques for declarative models is a novel area
of research and, to the best of authors’ knowledge, only heuristic approaches
have been applied [12, 1, 15]. Despite the difference in languages (Declare for [1],
ATDP for [15] and DCR graphs for [11]), we find the formalisms close enough
to be used as comparison, and we use parts of their benchmarking to build a
external validation experiment in Section 5.
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Document Structure In Section 2 we introduce our target declarative modelling
language. In Section 3 we report on the challenges of text-model alignments.
In Section 4 we introduce the discovery and linking pipeline. Our internal and
external validations are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2 Declarative Process Models as DCR graphs

DCR graphs is a process modelling notation used in the formalisation and dig-
italisation of knowledge-intensive processes. Modelling expressiveness in DCR
includes multi-perspective dimensions such as time and data constraints [8, 16].
In this paper, we only cover the core notation. We introduce DCR graphs via
their graphical notation, recalling [7] for its formal semantics.

Figure 1b shows a DCR process model. It contains a set of events (boxes) that
describe basic work units and decisions. Each event has a fixed assignment to a
label (i.e.: receives a new claim). Moreover, we assume a fixed set of roles (i.e.:
insurance company, clerk, etc.) and a mapping from events to sets of roles. Each
event has a state, which is a combination of flags denoting whether the event is
currently included in the domain of discourse, it is excluded, it is executed, or
it is pending for execution. States can be composed so an event can at the same
time be pending and excluded. A DCR graph is a multi-directed graph where
edges represent constraints between events. We call edges relations, and they
can take the following shapes: (1) conditions e→• f : f cannot be executed until
e have executed, or e is excluded. (2) milestones e →� f : Initially f is included
among the possible actions, but if e becomes pending, then f cannot occur until
e has occurred. (3) responses f ←• e: When e executes, f must eventually occur
or be excluded. (4) dynamic inclusions f +← e: After executing event e, event
f is included among the possible actions to take. Its converse relation is the
dynamic exclusion f %← e.

3 Challenges in Discovering Annotated Processes

We show some of the challenges in text-model alignments in Fig. 1. The model
in Fig. 1b shows a simple model of the textual process descriptions in Fig. 1a, in-
cluding two documents, one describing the process description, and another with
business rules. Aspects in textual alignments will be referred to with numbers
(1-10), while model-specific aspects will be referred to with letters (A-G). Differ-
ent textual fragments describe roles, activities and relations. The correspondence
between some fragments and model elements is unique (c.f. annotation (1) and
(2)), while other fragments are syntactically different but correspond to the same
process element (e.g. annotations (3) and (4) correspond to the role “clerk”, and
annotations in (7) correspond to activity (D)). Moreover, some fragments are
atomic (e.g. the role annotation (1)), and in others cases they denote relations,
for instance, the role-attribution relation for activities in annotations (1) and
(2). Composition is mandatory in other cases: An annotation describing rela-
tions without existing activities lacks meaning, and relations typically involve
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(a) Textual views

(b) Model view as a DCR graph

Fig. 1: Challenges in Text-Model alignments

a pair of activities (e.g. annotation (5)), but they can involve also self-relations
(e.g. annotation (6), or one-to-many relations. Finally, multiple perspectives such
as time and data can appear in the description, as presented in annotation (9-H).
The links between annotations may expand outside the scope of the document
itself and can involve multiple documents (e.g. annotation (8)). When discover-
ing a model from texts, the most simple cases refer to 1-to-1 correspondences,
for instance, annotations (1-A) and (2-C). However, we can see that it is nec-
essary to link multiple annotations to the same process element as otherwise,
we will create false positives unnecessarily. While sometimes syntactic variations
are easily solvable (“clerks” and “clerk” come from the same lemma “clerk”)
in other cases, variations require a deeper analysis of linguistic features such as
active/passive voices, or verbal conjugation (e.g. annotations (7-D)).

4 A Discovery and Linking pipeline

Machine-Learning components We use a combination of two instances of BERT’s
transformer model [4] to extract word-level and sentence-level information using
a pre-trained model. We decompose process discovery into a pair of sentence
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classification problems and a Named Entity Recognition (NER) problem. Alg.
1 shows an example of the algorithms used for fine-tuning the classification of
language models, in this case, for a sentence classification problem. The lan-
guage models used as inputs are fine-tuned; Binary Classification model (α1),
MultiClass Classification (α2) and NER (α3) models.

Algorithm 1:
Fine-Tune Sentence
Classification(S, η,B, b, µ, κ, C)

input : List of sentence-label
pairs X =
(S1, y1), ..., (Sn, yn),
language model α

output: language model α
partition X into
X1, X2, ..., Xn;

/* Initialise
hyper-parameters */

foreach Xi ∈ X do
foreach Ci ∈ C do

if class = Ci then
extract features;
update(α, features);

end

end

Model Training We use the dataset in Sec-
tion 5 for training. Training and benchmarks
were done using a BERTBASE model [4]. The
dataset was split in a 0.80/0.20 distribu-
tion training/validation. The fine-tuning of
the model was achieved using self-attention
mechanisms in the transformers and it utilises
tasks-specific classifications for each classifi-
cation task. The fine-tuned hyper-parameters
used in all models were 1. (η) Learning rate
(Adam) of 2−5,(B) training cycles of 4 epochs,
(b) batch size of 32, (K)-fold of 10, and (µ)
maximum sentence length of 50.

4.1 Discovery and Linking algorithm

Algorithm 2 presents our process discovery and reconciliation algorithm. It in-
cludes separated phases for pre-processing, relation, activity, role extraction,
and co-reference resolution. Generic phrases such as NER combine both expert
systems and machine-learning approaches for a given class. The output of the
co-reference resolution is added as complementary inputs for the pipeline, while
the fine-tuned language models in Alg. 1 are added as inputs. The algorithm
parses the text sequentially, building iteratively roles, events and relations.

5 Validation

Classifier Type P R F1

Is a relation
False 1.00 1.00 1.00
True 0.99 0.99 0.99

Total
(macro

avg)
0.991.000.99

Semantics Condition 0.91 0.93 0.93
Non-Relation 1.00 1.00 1.00

Response 0.94 0.93 0.93

Total
(macro

avg)
0.940.960.95

Table 1: Internal Validation Re-
sults

We collected a training dataset with 37 pro-
cess descriptions. The dataset combines four
entries from the BPM Academic Initiative, 31
descriptions from interviews and observations
done by business process management stu-
dents at a Danish university. Also, two process
excerpts from the Danish Consolidation Act
on Social Services were added to enrich vari-
ability and mitigate authorship bias. Parts of
the dataset were anonymized to hide personal
information. A total of 137 roles, 653 activi-
ties and 1.526 relations were included. Table
2a summarises the collected dataset.
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Algorithm 2: Discovery Algorithm
input : t text;α1,α2,α3 language models
output: 〈G,H〉 where:

G = 〈Roles, Events, Relations〉 is a DCR graph
H is a set of Highlights 〈PElement, indexRange, PElement?〉

processedText← Preprocess(t);
resolvedText← coref(processedText);
/* Apply NER (α3) to identify roles and events, H is updated with new highlights */
Roles,H ← NER(processedText, α3, null,Class=Role);
Events,H ← NER(processedText, α3, H,Class=Event);
/* Apply relation recognition (α1 & α2)and update highlights */
foreach sentence ∈ resolvedText do

if α1.predict(sentence) 6= Non-Relation then
Evs← NER(sentence, α3,Class=Event); /* Ensure that |Evs| > 1 */
relationsSentence← [];
if sentence is in passive voice then

for evi in 0 . . . |Evs| − 1 do
ri ← new Relation(evi, Evs[size(Evs)], α2.predict(sentence)) ;
Relations.insert(ri);
relationsSentence.insert(ri);

end

else
for evi in 1 . . . |Evs| do

ri ← new Relation(Evs[0], evi], α2.predict(sentence));
Relations.insert(ri);
relationsSentence.insert(ri);

end

end
highlightedRanges← findOriginalRanges(processedText, sentence);
foreach r ∈ relationsSentence do

H.insert(〈r, highlightedRanges, null〉);
end

end

end

Internal validation A 10-fold cross-validation was performed by randomly split-
ting the dataset into 10 mutually exclusive subsets of similar size. The classifier
is trained on 9 subsets, testing on the last one. This process is repeated 10 times.
The results are given in Table 1.

External validation we compared precision scores under an external dataset. This
dataset was composed of 15 process descriptions not using in the training tasks,
including an equal distribution of entries from DECLARE [1], the “Annotated
Textual Descriptions of Processes” (ATDP) [15], as well as 5 entries of our own
dataset excluded in training. The process descriptions were manually annotated
to create a gold standard. We consider a match when there is a process element
linked to a textual description, and the predicted fragment corresponds to the
manual annotation.
We report the performance of machine learning and expert systems in isolation,
as well as in combination. As measurements, we use the standard metrics of
(P)recision, (R)ecall, and F1-scores. The results are summarised in Table 3. It is
noticeable that for this dataset the contributions of the ML and rule-based ap-
proach differ: while ML contribution has a higher recall (suggests more process
elements), it also has lower precision (more suggestions are wrong). In contrast,
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Modelling
Language

Models Roles Activities Relations

Linked Models

DCR 16 3,81 17,75 39,44
Expert 4 3,25 10,75 18,50

Student 12 4,00 20,08 46,42
Total linked

models
16 3,81 17,75 39,44

Unlinked Models

BPMN 3 2,33 13,00 29,33
Student 3 2,33 13,00 29,33

DCR 18 3,83 18,33 44,83
Student 18 3,83 18,33 44,83

Total unlinked
models

21 3,62 17,57 42,62

Total models 37 3,70 17,65 41,24

(a) Dataset structure, x refers to average

Entity type labels Count %

Activities 958 50,4%
Roles 621 32,6%
Relations 292 15,6%
Other (Comments,
time annotations, data
guards, etc.)

29 1,6%

Total 1.900 100%

(b) Annotation Distribution

Table 2: Training Dataset: structure and annotations

the expert system has a balanced precision/recall rate. Mixing the modes in-
creases precision, but the mode of mixing affects. Surprisingly, role recognition
did not benefit from the intersection approach, while activity recognition did.
Our performance is slightly better than [15], that for activity recognition scores
Precision: 0.75, Recall: 0.68 F1=0.70.

6 Conclusions

Combination Modes P R F1

ML Only
Roles 0.61 0.81 0.68
Activities 0.52 0.80 0.61
Relations 0.69 0.90 0.76
Average 0.61 0.83 0.68

Expert System only
Only

Roles 0.49 0.67 0.53

Activities 0.91 0.75 0.81
Relations NA NA NA
Average 0.70 0.71 0.67

Intersection Roles 0.59 0.54 0.55
Activities 0.98 0.65 0.71
Relations NA NA NA
Average 0.79 0.59 0.64

Best Combination
Roles (ML), Activ-
ities (Intersection),
Relations (ML)

Average 0.76 0.78 0.71

Table 3: External validation: perfor-
mance over a mixed dataset

The application of NLP to perform
process mining from textual descrip-
tions promises the reduction in the
time that process modellers need to
use for mapping business processes,
which at the moment is a man-
ual, error-prone, repetitive and time-
consuming task. We have presented
a process discovery and reconciliation
technique that generates declarative
models and trace their relation with
textual artefacts, a task that other-
wise need to be established manually.
Our proposal allows the inclusion of
rules and their extension from pat-
terns mined by existing annotations,
making it easier to extend and decou-
ple depending on the precision mea-

sures required. Even with a small training dataset, the evaluations suggest a
state-of-the-art performance. The discovery algorithm is available at https:

//github.com/RasmusIven/DCR-Textograph. The discovery pipeline (includ-
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ing training) is integrated with the DCR Process highlighter [11], and it is part
of the offering of DCR solutions.
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